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Dear children,

It  is  with  the  joy  that  My  Immaculate  Heart  feels  after  the  positive  answer  and  the
confirmation of a longer stay of the missionaries of peace in the Middle East, that on this day
My Plan of peace, rescue and service will expand itself over the Arab regions.

It is in this way, dear children, that your Heavenly Mother will be sending the servers to carry
out  the  next  humanitarian  missions  in  Iraq,  Oman,  Qatar  and the  United  Arab Emirates,
among other sister nations that need the presence of the Christic energy through the donation
to voluntary service.

In the spiritual plans, Your Heavenly Mother is already working together with the angels to
manifest this project, in order for the love and the service of the Divine Messengers to reach,
through the humanitarian missions, many needy and completely forgotten souls. 

The positive answer of the Turkish association of service to the refugees, throughout many
years,   has opened the doors so that the unpayable spiritual debts between the Middle East
and  the  Americas  were  balanced  by  means  of  the  selfless  donation  of  Fraternidade  –
International  Humanitarian  Federation  with  the  Turkish  association  that  takes  care  of  the
refugees. 

The ecumenical exchange that was spontaneously created through service will allow, in the
next cycle and in the new missions, to approach many souls to the Divine Spirit of Mercy, of
peace and of love, which goes beyond the religious creeds. The true ecumenism happens as a
result of the attention that one soul gives to another when the later is suffering from pain and
neglect.

Dear children, your Heavenly Mother and Saint Joseph already find themselves preparing, in
the inner plans, the next stages of service and selfless donation, which new consciousnesses
belonging to this group of spiritual work will be called to live, directly by the inner call of the
Divine Mother.

In this hour, in which the judgment is happening in the world and to all the souls on Earth, the
Universe will be granting an extraordinary Grace so that, still in time, the seeds of love and
mercy may be sown in the consciousness of humanity, seeds which – in this case, through the
humanitarian missions – will be sown in the Arab nations of the Middle East.

What is happening between the different missions in the Americas and in the Middle East is
extraordinary,  since  it  is  mobilizing  the  action  of  more  elevated  Laws  of  mercy  and
redemption to the world.  

I  leave  this  message  as  an opportunity,  not  only for  the missionaries  but  also  for  all  the
servers, that there is still  time to change the destiny of this humanity and of this beloved
planet.

I thank you for answering to My call!

Who blesses and elevates you always, 

Your Mother Mary, Rose of Peace and Mother of the Refugees


